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We introdue a lass of damage models on regular latties with isotropi interations between the
broken ells of the lattie. Quasistati ber bundles are an example. The interations are assumed
to be weak, in the sense that the stress perturbation from a broken ell is muh smaller than
the mean stress in the system. The system starts intat with a surfae-energy threshold required
to break any ell sampled from an unorrelated quenhed-disorder distribution. The evolution
of this heterogeneous system is ruled by Grith's priniple whih states that a ell breaks when
the release in potential (elasti) energy in the system exeeds the surfae-energy barrier neessary
to break the ell. By diret integration over all possible realizations of the quenhed disorder,
we obtain the probability distribution of eah damage onguration at any level of the imposed
external deformation. We demonstrate an isomorphism between the distributions so obtained and
standard generalized Ising models, in whih the oupling onstants and eetive temperature in
the Ising model are funtions of the nature of the quenhed-disorder distribution and the extent
of aumulated damage. In partiular, we show that damage models with global load sharing are
isomorphi to standard perolation theory, that damage models with loal load sharing rule are
isomorphi to the standard Ising model, and draw onsequenes thereof for the universality lass
and behavior of the autoorrelation length of the breakdown transitions orresponding to these
models. We also treat damage models having more general power-law interations, and lassify the
breakdown proess as a funtion of the power-law interation exponent. Last, we also show that the
probability distribution over ongurations is a maximum of Shannon's entropy under some spei
onstraints related to the energeti balane of the frature proess, whih rmly relates this type of
quenhed-disorder based damage model to standard statistial mehanis.
PACS numbers: 46.50.+a,46.65.+g, 62.20.Mk, 64.60.Fr,02.50.-r
I. INTRODUCTION
The physis of breakdown proesses that lead, for
example, to stress-indued atastrophi failure of man-
made and geologial strutures, remains an ongoing sub-
jet of researh. Stress-indued frature of a homoge-
neous material ontaining a geometrially simple single
aw has been studied sine the work of Grith [1℄ and is
now well understood. However, the breakdown of hetero-
geneous strutures, in whih the loal mehanial proper-
ties are randomly distributed in spae and/or time, on-
tinues to present hallenges despite the many advanes
over the last fteen years [2℄. The diulty is in hara-
terizing and quantifying the eets of interation between
the multitude of onstituents.
Most of the knowledge about these types of systems
has been obtained from lattie network simulations. One
of the most well-studied lattie network models is the
80 year old Fiber Bundle Model (FBM) [3, 4, 5, 6℄ that
desribes the rupture of bundles of parallel bers. This
model originally onsidered elasti bers of idential elas-
ti onstant, breaking when their elongation exeeds in-
dividual thresholds distributed aording to a given un-
orrelated random distribution. A global load sharing
rule (GLS) is assumed by whih the load arried by
a ber is uniformly distributed to the surviving bers
when it breaks. Analytial results for this model have
been obtained [7, 8, 9, 10, 11℄ that onern the aver-
age load/deformation properties [7, 8, 9℄, the distribu-
tion of avalanhes [10℄, or the relationship between suh
quenhed-disorder based models and standard statistial
mehanis [11℄.
The original FBM model with global-load sharing has
been generalized to allow for non-uniform load shar-
ing rules, onsidered either as purely loal load shar-
ing (LLS), in whih ase distribution of avalanhes and
mehanial properties have been analytially studied
[12, 13, 14℄, or as power laws of distane from the failed
ber, whih have been studied numerially [15, 16℄. The
distribution of avalanhe size s has been shown to be a
power law s−5/2 lose to marosopi breakdown in GLS,
and not to follow any power-law in LLS [12, 13℄.
Closely related to these models of ber bundles in elas-
ti interation, many studies have addressed fuse net-
works [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25℄, or networks of
isotropi damage with interations having the range of
the elastostati Green funtion [26, 27, 28℄. Suh work
has reently helped to understand the origin of a uni-
versal geometri feature of rak surfaes; namely, their
large-sale self-anity. It is now established that three-
2dimensional frature surfaes in disordered brittle solids
are self-ane, with a material-independent roughness ex-
ponent ζ ∼ 0.8 at large sales [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34℄, and
a ross-over to ζ ∼ 0.5 at smaller sales. [35, 36℄ [70℄
In another load geometry, interfaial rak pinning be-
tween two sintered PMMA plates have been reported to
give rise to rak fronts with ζ ∼ 0.6 [37, 38℄. Reent
work [22, 28℄ has explained these large-sale roughness
exponents using gradient-perolation theory ([39℄, rela-
tionship to frature problems rst introdued in Refs.
[24, 25℄), together with estimates of the orrelation-
length divergene exponent obtained using nite-size
saling of lattie models in the approah to failure. Sal-
ing laws were produed relating the roughness exponents
of frature or damage fronts, to the ritial exponent de-
sribing the divergene of an autoorrelation length in an
appropriate damage model. Thus, one important obje-
tive of the present work is to analytially extrat suh
divergene exponents for a broad lass of damage models
and to show how suh exponents depend on the model
harateristis.
The lassiation of lattie breakdown proesses as
ritial-point phenomena is still subjet to debate [9, 40,
41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48℄. Loal load sharing mod-
els are usually understood as breaking through a proess
similar to a rst-order transition [40℄, while models with
long-range elasti interations or GLS are analyzed either
as a ritial-point transition [9, 40, 41, 46℄, or as a spin-
odal nuleation proess [42, 49℄. The issue depends on
whether the aumulated damage has a orrelation length
that diverges as a power law of the average deformation
in the approah to marosopi failure. Numerial ev-
idene in the literature suggests that the nature of the
orrelation length in the approah to failure depends on
the spei model being analyzed, the damage intera-
tion range, and the type of quenhed-disorder distribu-
tion onsidered. A major diulty of suh attempts to
lassify the breakdown proess is that no analyti form
for the distribution of the damage ongurations at a
given external load is available (at least that has a rm
basis). Numerial simulations of the saling behavior of
avalanhes are limited in size due to omputational re-
stritions whih makes ritial-point analysis diult.
It is proven here that quasi-stati interating damage
models, that possess loal breaking thresholds randomly
quenhed ab initio, an be mapped onto perolation,
Ising or generalized Ising models with non-zero oupling
onstants for distant ells, depending on the range of the
assumed load sharing rule and on the spei probabil-
ity distribution of the breaking thresholds. The stress-
indued emergent-damage distribution is proven here to
be a Boltzmannian with a temperature (probabilisti en-
ergy sale) that is an expliit analytial funtion of the
applied external load. Having an analytial form for
the damage-state distribution funtion allows a rigorous
lassiation of the breakdown proess into rst-order or
ritial-point phase transitions belonging to various uni-
versality lasses.
We have reently proposed a statistial theory for the
loalization of oriented fratures that emerge and elas-
tially interat when the system has a shear stress ap-
plied to it [50, 51, 52℄. The distribution of the emer-
gent rak states was obtained using the postulate that
the frature arrival would maximize Shannon's entropy
under onstraints representing the energeti balane of
the proess. In the present work, we will not make this
postulate but will instead prove its validity by diret in-
tegration over the damage evolution. The present work
also presents more general ranges of interation. How-
ever, unlike our previous work, the present analysis is for
a purely salar desription of damage interation. The
interation of real fratures in an anisotropi load, where
mirofratures present high aspet ratios, neessarily re-
quires a tensorial elasti desription as our earlier work
[50, 51, 52℄ provided.
Other analytial treatments of frature proesses in
disordered brittle materials an be found in the litera-
ture [49, 53℄. These approahes diretly postulate both
the appropriateness of lassial Boltzmann distributions
and the form of a free energy ontaining non-loal long-
range interations. Suh approahes have led to the anal-
ysis of frature proesses as a spinodal nuleation. How-
ever, the mehanial origin of suh a free energy and its
relation to the underlying presene of fratures and het-
erogeneity in the system, as well as the physial meaning
of the temperature parameter, remain unlear in these
models. Fratures usually form irreversibly, whih makes
suh diret appliations of standard equilibrium statisti-
al mehanis questionable. Frature theories as a ther-
mally ativated proess [1, 54℄ have long been proposed.
However, the pertinene of thermal ativation in highly
heterogeneous and sti systems is doubtful, beause the
thermal energy is negligeable ompared to the gaps be-
tween the strain energies of the possible states of the
system.
Thermally indued frature models [54℄, generalized
with quenhed disorder in the rupture thresholds [55, 56,
57, 58℄, have reently been onfronted with experiments.
Miroaousti emissions in heterogeneous materials prior
to failure were experimentally observed to have a umu-
lative energy that follows a power law in time to failure,
while the individual miroaoustis events have energies
distributed as a power law [59, 60, 61℄. In models repro-
duing these experimental results through time-delayed
ber bundles with GLS, it has been pointed out that the
type of quenhed-disorder distribution assumed for the
individual failure thresholds diretly inuenes the equiv-
alent temperature in thermally ativated rupture models
[55, 56, 57, 58℄, whih makes this temperature signi-
antly dierent from the usual temperature assoiated
with moleular motion.
In omparison with these latter works, the models de-
3veloped here are quasistati and do not inlude any time-
delayed frature proesses, but their advantage is the on-
sideration of an arbitrary range of interations and of ar-
bitrary distribution funtions for the frature thresholds
(similar to Refs. [15, 16℄, exept that the present work
is analytial rather than numerial). The nature of the
energy sale (alled temperature) that enters the proba-
bility distribution will also be laried.
The organization of the paper is as follows: in setion
II, we introdue (and justify in the appendix) the gen-
eral type of salar damage models that are onsidered.
In setion III, the probability of eah damage ongura-
tion is obtained by integrating over all paths that lead
to it. In setion IV, we establish the relationship be-
tween these ongurational distributions and standard
statistial mehanis, whih allows the standard toolbox
of statistial mehanis to be applied to damage models
entirely based on quenhed disorder. These analytial
developments will then be utilized in setion V to estab-
lish that frature proesses in suh damage models are
isomorphi to perolation for GLS (VA), or to the Ising
model for LLS (VB). This allows us to isolate some tran-
sition points in these models, and to predit the nature
of the orrelation length in the approah to the tran-
sition. We will also disuss in Setion VC the ase of
damage models with arbitrary power-law deay of the
interations, and show how they are related to general-
ized Ising models, whih an themself be mapped onto
standard ones via renormalization of the oupling on-
stants. The results are summarized and disussed in a
onluding setion.
II. DEFINITION OF THE DAMAGE MODELS
CONSIDERED
Our models reside on a regular lattie of dimension D
(e.g., a square lattie in D = 2). Eah ell of the lattie
has a loation x within the ensemble Ω of ells making up
the lattie, and has a state desribed by a loal order pa-
rameter ϕx, where ϕx = 0 if the ell is intat and ϕx = 1
if it is broken. There is a loal stress and strain asso-
iated with eah ell. The ells elastially interat with
eah other; however, suh interation must be isotropi
for the present analysis to apply. A onguration of dam-
age is desribed as a damage eld ϕ orresponding to the
set ofN loal variables ϕ ≡ {ϕx}x∈Ω whereN = Card(Ω)
is the total number of ells in the system.
Our systems are initially uniform by hypothesis; i.e.,
they have a homogeneous damage eld ϕ = 0 at zero
strain and stress and eah ell starts with the same elas-
ti moduli. Strain is progressively applied through the
appliation of a uniform normal displaement l at the
edges of the system. A ell breaks at onstant applied l
when the energy required to break it (whih is a random
quenhed threshold sampled from a probability distribu-
tion funtion) just equals the redution in stored elasti
energy in the lattie due to the break.
A key requirement of the lass of models treated here
is that the stress perturbation emanating from a broken
ell must be weak enough that a rst Born approximation
holds. This means that the stress interation between
any two broken ells is allowed for while simultaneous in-
teration between three or more broken ells is not. This
approximation is valid whenever the stress perturbation
due to a broken site is muh smaller than the mean stress
in the system.
One spei realization of suh a weak damage model
is an appropriately dened ber bundle model. In the
model, a set of N elasti bers are strethed between a
free rigid plate and an elasti halfspae. The rigid plate is
displaed by a ontrolled amount l that puts the bers in
tension. One bers begin to break, elasti interations
our through the elasti solid. As demonstrated in the
appendix, suh interations will be weak if either: (1) the
elasti solid is muh stier than the ber material; or, (2)
the bers are muh longer than wide and are suiently
widely plaed. In the limit that the elasti halfspae be-
omes rigid, this model redues to the lassi global-load
sharing ber bundle.
Another realization is a uniform elasti isotropi solid
divided into N ells. Uniform displaements l are ap-
plied normally to the limiting faes of the lattie in suh
a way that the material is in a state of uniform dila-
tion. The damage that arrives is assumed to hange the
isotropi moduli without reating anisotropy in the pro-
ess. For example, the damage might be modeled as a
spherial avity that opens at the enter of the ell thus
reduing the elasti moduli of that ell. The weak inter-
ation is guaranteed if the hange in the ell modulus is
small. This an be onsidered a speial ase of the ori-
ented damage models we have onsidered in earlier work
[50, 51, 52℄.
As demonstrated in the appendix, the energy Ep re-
versibly stored in suh systems when the system is in a
damage state ϕ at the applied loading level l is
Ep[ϕ, l] = (C0 + C1 + C2)l
2
(1)
C0 = N (2)
C1 = −c
∑
x∈Ω
ϕx (3)
C2 = −ε
∑
x,y
Jxyϕxϕy (4)
where c is a positive onstant in the range 0 < c ≤ 1 that
is independent of the damage/deformation state, ε is a
small positive parameter in the range 0 < ε/c ≪ 1 that
ontrols the strength of the stress perturbations, and Jxy
are O(1) oupling onstants that allow for the load re-
distribution between ells at positions x and y when a
ell is broken. Various spatial ranges for Jxy are on-
sidered inluding: (1) global load sharing in whih ase
4Jxy = 0; (2) loal load sharing in whih ase Jxy = α > 0
is a onstant of order unity for pairs xy of nearest neigh-
bors, 0 otherwise; (3) elasti load sharing in whih ase
Jxy ∼ (ℓ/|x − y|)D where ℓ is the lattie step size;
and (4) ber-bundle elasti sharing with bers interat-
ing through an elasti plate in whih ase D = 2 and
Jxy ∼ ℓ/|x− y| [see the appendix℄.
The loal load sharing ase (2) an in priniple hap-
pen in a ber bundle strethed between plates enduring
both elasti and plasti deformations apable of sreening
the stress perturbations aused by broken bers to only
nearest neighbors, whih always an arry some load if
damaging them only dereases their elasti onstant (i.e.
c < 1). We treat ase (2) for the sake of generality and
do not speify the detailed onstitutive relations required
for it to be realized in pratie.
The ost in surfae energy to break any of the ells
(whih represents either the energy required to reate
new surfae area within a ell or to break a ber) is a
random variable xed ab initio, with no spatial orrela-
tions between the dierent ells. The breaking energy
is thus a quenhed unorrelated disorder, desribed by a
probability distribution funtion p(e) for whih p(e)de is
the probability that a ell's surfae energy is in [e, e+de],
and having a umulative distribution P (e) =
∫ e
0
p(z)dz.
For a given realization of eah ell's surfae energy ex,
there is thus a ertain total surfae energy
Es[ϕ] =
∑
x∈Ω
ex(1 − ϕx) (5)
assoiated with eah damage eld ϕ = {ϕx}x∈Ω.
Given that B ⊂ Ω is a ertain subset of loations,
the notation ϕB refers to the state where this subset is
broken and its omplementary intat; i.e., ϕBx = 1 for
every x ∈ B, and ϕIx = 0 for every x ∈ I = BC .
As the external deformation l is inreased, damage evo-
lution is ruled by Grith's priniple: Given that the sys-
tem is in a ertain onguration ϕB , at a given deforma-
tion l, it an undergo a transition towards a more broken
state ϕB∪{x} diering from the previous one by one ad-
ditional broken ell at x, if the release in potential energy
is equal to the surfae energy ost of the new break; i.e.,
if
∆Ep[ϕ
B , x, l] = ex (6)
where
∆Ep[ϕ
B , x, l] = Ep[ϕ
B , l]− Ep[ϕB∪{x}, l]
= (c+ ε
∑
y
Jxyϕy)l
2. (7)
If ex > ∆Ep[ϕ
B, x, l] for any surviving ell x ∈ I, there
is no break and the deformation an be further inreased
while the system remains in the same state ϕB. If a break
happens in ell x, whih leads to the new state ϕE where
E = B ∪ {x} while the external deformation l is kept
onstant, there is a possibility of avalanhe at xed l if
there is some y ∈ EC suh that
∆Ep[ϕ
E , y, l] ≥ ey. (8)
If there is more than one possible loation satisfying Eq.
(8), the one whih breaks is determined by maximizing
the energy release; i.e., its loation orresponds to
∆Ep[ϕ
E , y, l]−ey = Maxz∈EC
(
∆Ep[ϕ
E , z, l]− ez
)
. (9)
The avalanhe test [Eq. (8)℄ is then omputed again until
the system stabilizes in a given onguration.
Eventually, although we have hosen to base the evo-
lution of our damage model on minimization of energy,
we note that the formal integration of path probabilities
presented in the following setions ould similarly be ob-
tained as well for the ase of a rule based on fore thresh-
olds, with at any given external deformation, a fore ar-
ried per intat ber equal to an average one, plus pertur-
bations due to the already broken bers. However, this
approah will not be pursued here.
III. PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF
DAMAGE STATES
The probability of ourene of any damage ongura-
tion ϕ is now determined when the system is at a given
external deformation l that was reahed monotonially (l
as dened here does not inlude any elasti unloading).
We will rst summarize the results for the simplest ase,
global load sharing, whih was performed in [11℄, and
whih will serve as a basis for a perturbative treatment
to inlude the eet of interations.
A. Global load sharing
In this ase, the interation term of Eq. (4) is C2 = 0
for any onguration, and from Eq. (7), ∆Ep[ϕ, x, l] =
cl2 regardless of the state ϕ and new break loation x
onsidered.
Eah of the ells then share the same level of defor-
mation l, and the probability for any one of them to be
broken is simply (from the umulative surfae energy dis-
tribution)
P0 = P (e < cl
2) =
∫ cl2
0
p(z) dz. (10)
The probability of being in a onguration ϕ with n ells
broken out of N is then
P [ϕ, l] = P0(l)
n(1− P0(l))N−n. (11)
This orresponds to the behavior of a so-alled two-state
system in whih eah of the N independent sites has a
5probability P0(l) of being broken and 1 − P0(l) of being
intat. The onsequenes of this distribution funtion
for the mehanial behavior and orrelation length at the
transition point of marosopi rupture will be developed
in setion VA.
B. Loal load sharing
1. Damage-state probability distribution
We now onsider the ase where eah broken ell in-
reases the loal deformation by an amount αεl on eah
of its nearest neighbors; i.e., Jxy = α for eah nearest
neighbor pair, or Jxy = 0 for more distant ells.
Note that for a given ell x, the potential energy release
dened in Eq. (7), ∆Ep[ϕ, x, l], is a growing funtion of
both the deformation l and the subset of raked ells ϕ
onsidered  in the sense that if we onsider two subsets
B ⊂ D and x ∈ DC , then ∆Ep[ϕD, x, l] ≥ ∆Ep[ϕB , x, l].
Physially, this inequality means that the loal load over
eah ell inreases with the external load imposed, and
that any ell breaking anywhere else indues an addi-
tional inrease in loal load. This inequality will play a
key role in obtaining the damage-state probability distri-
bution.
To aid the pedagogi development, we rst derive the
probability of ourene of a onguration ϕB with n
isolated broken ells forming a subset B, whih do not
share any ommon nearest neighbors. There are zn near-
est neighbors to these n ells (in a subset F orresponding
to the boundary of broken ells) where z is the oordi-
nation number of the lattie onsidered. There are then
N − (z + 1)n ells ompletely isolated from the broken
ones in the subset (B ∪ F )C . For a ell x having broken
from an intermediate stage ϕA with A ⊂ B, at an inter-
mediate external load h ∈ [0, l], the hange in the stored
energy satises ∆Ep[ϕ
A, x, h] = ch2 ≤ cl2. For every ell
having survived, we have either∆Ep[ϕ
B, x, l] = (c+αε)l2
if x ∈ F (x is on the boundary of the broken ells set), or
∆Ep[ϕ
B, x, l] = cl2 if x ∈ (B ∪ F )C (x is ompletely dis-
onneted from the broken ells set). Applying Grith's
priniple [Eq. (6)℄ to every ell and intermediate defor-
mations h ∈ [0, l], and using the monotony of ∆Ep[ϕ, x, l]
in both l and ϕ, we obtain that a neessary and suient
ondition for all ells in B to be broken is that their sur-
fae energy thresholds were below cl2, while those of their
neighbors in F were above (c+αε)l2, and the remaining
ones in (B ∪ F )C above cl2. Dening
P1(l) = P (e < (c+ αε)l
2) =
∫ (c+αε)l2
0
p(z) dz, (12)
this then implies that
P [ϕ, x] = Pn0 (1 − P1)zn(1− P0)N−(z+1)n. (13)
4n  = 03n  = 0
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Figure 1: Typial onguration and assoiated onnetivity
measures.
is the probability of ourene of suh a onguration.
We now pass to the more general ase. In the argu-
ment, we obtain upper and lower bounds for the proba-
bility of some arbitrary damage state, and then demon-
strate that in the limit ε/c≪ 1, the two bounds onverge
to the unique probability distribution of interest.
For any onguration ϕ, uk is dened as the number
of intat ells with k broken nearest neighbors and nk
as the number of broken ells with k broken neighbors.
If n out of the N ells are broken, we have
∑
k nk = n
and
∑
k uk = N − n. The way the above quantities are
assoiated to any partiular onguration is illustrated
in Fig. 1.
For a ell x whih broke from an intermediate state ψ ⊂
ϕ with k already broken neighbors in ψ, at an external
load h, we have
∆Ep[ψ, x, h] = (c+ kαε)h
2. (14)
Using again the monotony of ∆Ep, a neessary and su-
6ient ondition for any intat ell y ∈ BC to have survived
is that its threshold exeeded ∆Ep[ϕ, y, l]. The proba-
bility for eah of these independent statistial events to
our is expressed as 1− Pk(l), where
Pk(l) = P (e < (c+ kαε)l
2). (15)
For any ell whih broke x ∈ B, we note that they have
broken with ertainty at the ultimate deformation l if the
external load was suient to trigger their break without
the help of overload due to breaks of the other ones; i.e.,
they have broken with ertainty if their energy threshold
was below ∆Ep(ϕ
∅, x, l) = cl2 where ∅ denotes the empty
set (no broken ells). Furthermore, if every threshold in
B was below cl2, exept a partiular one x ∈ B whih has
kx broken neighbors in the onsidered onguration ϕ
B
and has a breaking energy between cl2 and (c+ kxαε)l
2
,
the kx neighbors of this onsidered ell x will have bro-
ken with ertainty at the ultimate load l, so that x will
also break with ertainty under the eet of the overload
due to its broken neighbors. The probability that this
individual threshold broke under the sole eet of the
overload due to its neighbors an be expressed
∆Pkx = Pkx(l)− P0(l) (16)
Thus, a lower bound for the probability of ourene of
the onguration ϕB an be expressed as
P [ϕB, l] >[
Pn0 +
(∑
x∈B
Pn−10 ∆Pkx
)] ∏
k∈N
(1− Pk)uk (17)
where the index k runs formally to N ; however, uk = 0
when k > z (the oordination number of the lattie).
For any ell x ∈ B whih broke, its assoiated energy
threshold was neessarily lower than ∆Ep[ϕ
Br{x}, x, l]
where B r {x} denotes the set B with ell {x} exluded
from it. Thus, an upper bound for the probability of
ourene of the onguration under study, is
P [ϕB , l] <[∏
x∈B
Pkx
]∏
k
(1− Pk)uk =
[∏
x∈B
(P0 +∆Pkx)
]∏
k
(1− Pk)uk . (18)
For a ontinuous p.d.f. over thresholds (that guarantees
no jumps in the umulative distribution P and is the
only restrition plaed on the p.d.f.), ∆Pk is a quantity
of order ε, and P0 is of order 1. In the limit of a Born
model (weak stress perturbations for whih ε/c≪ 1), the
upper and lower bounds for the probability of ourene
are idential to order ε. We have thus established in this
framework that
P [ϕ, l] =
∞∏
m=0
Pm
nm
∞∏
k=0
(1− Pk)uk . (19)
2. Identiation of a surfae tension and ohesion energy
The above an be re-expressed for small interations
ε ≪ 1 by a Taylor expansion of the umulative q.d.
(quenhed disorder) distribution as
∆Pk(l) = γ(l)k where γ = p(cl
2)αεl2. (20)
Then, Eq. (19) beomes
lnP [ϕ, l] =
ln
[
∞∏
m=0
(P0 + γm)
nm
∞∏
k=0
(1− P0 − γk)uk
]
(21)
≃ n lnP0 + (N − n) ln(1− P0) +
γ
P0
∞∑
m=1
mnm − γ
1− P0
∞∑
k=1
kuk
= n lnP0 + (N − n) ln(1− P0) +
2
γ
P0
nI − γ
1− P0nS (22)
where in the state ϕ onsidered, n is the number of broken
sites, and nI and nS refer respetively to the number
of internal bonds between pairs of broken ells and the
number of boundary bonds between broken and intat
ells.
These probabilities are thus of the form
P [ϕ, l] = P [ϕ∅]en ln(Po/(1−P0))+2nIγ/P0−nSγ/(1−P0) (23)
with the probability of the intat state
P [ϕ∅] = (1− P0)N . (24)
The probabilities are thus lassi Boltzmann distribu-
tions P [ϕ∅]e−H where
−H [ϕ, l] = ln
[
Po
(1− P0)
]
n+ 2
γ
P0
nI − γ
1− P0nS . (25)
For no interations, γ = 0 and the above redues to the
global-load model of Eq. (11). Sine n and nI an be
formally interpreted as volume integrals over the interior
of lusters of broken ells, and nS as a surfae integral
along the boundary of these lusters, we an make the
following analogies to the quantities of lassial statistial
physis:
ln [P0/(1− P0)] → −µ/T hemial potential (26)
2
γ
P0
→ −e
T
bulk energy (27)
γℓ
1− P0 →
γS
T
surfae tension. (28)
The rst term in Eq. (25) aounts for the average energy
required to break a ell, the seond term for an inrease
in the probability of nding some lusters of onneted
7raks due to positive interations between them, and
the third term for a derease in the probability of nding
lusters with a long interfae between raked and non-
raked region due to the fat that intat ells along the
boundary are more likely to have broken from overload-
ing from raked neighbors, thus leading to even more
fratured states.
In the beginning of the proess, the two rst terms
dominate, and to leading order
−H [ϕ, l] = (lnP0)n+ 2 γ
P0
nI . (29)
For example, dening δ = limy∼0[lnP (y)/ ln y], so that
P (y) ∼ ayδ, in the small deformation limit, one has:
P0 ∼ acδl2δ; γ ∼ αaδεcδ−1l2δ; γ/P0 ∼ αδεc−1; and,
in dereasing order of magnitude, −H ∼ ln(acδl2δ)n +
acδl2δn+ 2αδεc−1nI − aαδεc−1l2δnS .
C. Arbitrary-range interations
As long as sreening eets are absent or negleted (as
they are in the present model of weak interations), the
above arguments based on Grith's priniple and the
monotony of ∆Ep in ϕ and l, extend diretly to the ase
of arbitrary ranges of interations.
At external deformation l, a ell x has: (1) broken with
ertainty if the external load alone ould break it; i.e., if
its assoiated surfae energy is lower than cl2; and (2)
is intat with ertainty if the external load plus the load
perturbation due to the broken ells in the nal ongu-
ration ould not break it at nal deformation; i.e., if its
surfae energy is higher than (c+ε
∑
y Jxyϕ
B
y )l
2
. Denot-
ing
P0 = P (e < cl
2) (30)
∆Px = P (e < (c+ ε
∑
y
Jxyϕ
B
y )l
2)− P (e < cl2)
= p(cl2)εl2
∑
y
Jxyϕ
B
y , (31)
a neessary ondition to end up at a ertain ongu-
ration ϕB at deformation l is that all surviving ells
x ∈ BC in that onguration have their threshold above
(c+ ε
∑
y Jxyϕ
B
y )l
2
, and all ells whih broke x ∈ B have
their threshold below (c+ ε
∑
y Jxyϕ
B
y )l
2
. Thus,
P [ϕB, l] <
∏
x∈B
(P0 +∆Px)
∏
z∈BC
(1− P0 −∆Pz) (32)
provides an upperbound for the probabilities in the ase
of arbitrary ranges of interation.
Conversely, a suient ondition to end up in this on-
guration is that all surviving ells have their threshold
above (c + ε
∑
y Jxyϕ
B
y )l
2
, and that the broken ells ei-
ther have: (1) all their thresholds below cl2; or (2) all
but one loated at x have suh thresholds, the last one
breaking only due to the overload from the others; i.e.,
the last one has its threshold bounded by cl2 < e <
(c + ε
∑
y Jxyϕ
B
y )l
2
. This gives a lower bound for the
probability of the onguration ϕB,
P [ϕB, l] >
∑
x∈B
(P0+∆Px)
∏
y∈Br{x}
P0
∏
z∈BC
(1−P0−∆Pz) .
(33)
As earlier, both lower and upper bound oinide to
order ε, so that upon Taylor expanding lnP [ϕ, l] to
this order, we again obtain the Boltzmannian P [ϕ, l] =
P [ϕ∅]e−H[ϕ,l] with an intat probability given again by
P [ϕ∅] = (1− P0)N and
−H [ϕ, l] = ln[P0/(1− P0)]n
+
p(cl2)εl2
P0
∑
xy
Jxyϕxϕy
−p(cl
2)εl2
1− P0
∑
Jxyϕx(1− ϕy). (34)
In the beginning of the proess, the two rst terms one
again dominate and
−H [ϕ, l] = ln[P0]n
+
p(cl2)εl2
∑
xy Jxyϕxϕy
P0
(35)
This expresses the equivalene between this most gen-
eral weakly interating damage model and an Ising model
with generalized interation rules.
IV. EQUIVALENCE WITH A MAXIMUM
ENTROPY POSTULATE
We now obtain these same probability distributions
using the standard entropy maximization argument.
It is onvenient to introdue the index j to denote
eah possible damage onguration ϕ. We postulate that
the probability distribution funtion over ongurations
j maximizes Shannon's disorder [62℄
S = −
∑
j
pj ln pj (36)
subjet to the onstraints∑
j
pjEj = U ;
∑
pjnj = n;
∑
j
pj = 1; ∀j lj = l (37)
where U is the total average energy that has been put
into the system and n is again the average number of
broken ells. The validity of this maximization postulate
will be diretly demonstrated in what follows. However,
independent of the formal demonstration, one an anti-
ipate that Shannon entropy should be maximized sine
8the initial quenhed disorder in the breaking energies al-
lows eah possible damage onguration to be aessible.
The onstraints allow for the ontent of the Grith prin-
iple and are what make ertain emergent damage states
more probable than others.
Throughout the remainder of the paper, pj denotes
the probability of nding a onguration j over all pos-
sible realizations of the q.d., when the system has been
brought to average deformation l starting from an ini-
tially intat state. The term nj now refers to the total
number of raks in the onguration j, while n is the
statistial average of nj . A few lassial results an di-
retly be derived from these assumptions:
pj =
e−β(Ej−µnj)
Z
(38)
Z ≡
∑
j
e−β(Ej−µnj)
where β = ∂S/∂U |l,n and βµ = − ∂S/∂n|l,U . From
these one further has
G ≡ − ln(Z)/β
G = U − S/β − µn
dG = τdl − Sd(1/β)− ndµ
dU = τdl + dS/β + µdn (39)
where
τ =
∑
j
pjτj and τj ≡ dEj
dl
. (40)
The thermodynami parameters β and µ are obtained
here by omparing Eq. (38) to the earlier probabilities
obtained by diret integration over the mirostate spae.
The p.d.f. over ongurations is a maximum of Shan-
non's entropy under the above onstraints, if and only if
there are two onstants (β, µ) suh that
∀j, Hj − β(Ej − µnj) = onstant (41)
with Hj given by Eq. (34). From Eqs. (1)(4) and Eq.
(34), we have
−Hj = ln( P0
1− P0 )nj +
p(cl2)εl2
P0
∑
xy
Jxyϕxϕy
−p(cl
2)εl2
1− P0
∑
xy
Jxyϕx(1− ϕy)
Ej = (N − cnj − ε
∑
xy
Jxyϕxϕy)l
2
∑
xy
Jxyϕx(1− ϕy) = −
∑
xy
Jxyϕxϕy + nj
∑
r
Jr (42)
where translational invariane of Jxy = Jr=y−x has been
assumed. Equation (41) then requires
β =
p(cl2)
P0(1− P0) (43)
µ =
P0(1− P0)
p(cl2)
ln
[
P0
(1 − P0)
]
− l2(c+ εP0
∑
r
Jr).(44)
Thus, the p.d.f. over ongurations is indeed maximizes
entropy [Eq. (36)℄ under the onstraints of Eq. (37), with
no unknowns. The inverse temperature and hemial po-
tential depend on the deformation level through Eqs.
(43)(44). They are well dened analytial funtions
of l and the model parameters onsidered, the q.d. dis-
tribution via P0, and the interation oupling Jr. So
the usual mahinery of equilibrium statistial mehanis
[Eqs. (38)(39)℄, is valid and an be used for any of our
damage models.
The autoorrelation funtion 〈ϕxϕy〉 an therefore be
obtained in the standard way by: (1) dening a new
Hamiltonian E′j = Ej +
∑
xQxϕx that inorporates a
oupling with a formal external eld Qx; (2) evaluating
the assoiated generalized partition funtion Z ′; and (3)
performing seond-order derivatives with respet to the
external eld,
〈ϕxϕy〉 = 1
β2Z ′
∂2Z ′
∂Qx∂Qy
∣∣∣∣
Q≡0
. (45)
Seond order derivatives of the free energyG with respet
to β and µ an also be diretly related to varianes of
the number of broken raks nj and the potential elasti
energy Ej , but these standard derivations will be left to
the attention of the reader.
Note that the formal temperature 1/β (the energy
yardstik used to distinguish probable from improbable
states) behaves regularly throughout the damage proess
(for ontinuous q.d. distributions). In the ase of a uni-
form q.d. on [0,1℄, it will take the partiularly simple form
1/β = P0(1−P0), starting from zero and going bak to it,
with a maximum when P0 = 1/2. The hemial potential
µ behaves regularly as well.
V. APPLICATIONS
A. Global load model
A onsisteny hek of the results in Setion IV is now
performed for the ase of the simple global-load sharing
9model. From Eqs. (43)(44) with Jr = 0, we have
Ej = (N − cnj)l2 (46)
β(Ej − µnj) = − ln
[
P0
1− P0
]
nj
+
p(cl2)
P0(1− P0) [(N − cnj)l
2 + cnjl
2]
= ln
[
P0
1− P0
]
nj + f(l). (47)
Independently, we also have the diret result from Eq.
(11)
pj = P
nj
0 (1 − P0)N−nj = P0e−nj ln[P0/(1−P0)]. (48)
Thus, the Boltzmann distribution Eq. (38) with temper-
ature and hemial potential given by Eqs. (43) and (44)
is indeed idential to the known solution Eq. (48), whih
onrms the validity of the expressions for β and µ.
It is also instrutive to look at all terms in the rst law
Eq. (39) to see exatly what they represent. The values
of the average quantities in this simplest model an be
obtained using the lemma
∑
j
P
nj
0 (1− P0)N−njnj = NP0
whih is demonstrated by applying the operator x∂/∂x
to the binomial theorem
(x+ y)N =
N∑
n=0
N !
(N − n)!n!x
nyN−n =
∑
j
njx
njyN−nj ,
and then taking x = P0 and y = 1−P0. Using Eq. (VA),
one obtains
n = P0N
U =
∑
j
P
nj
0 (1− P0)N−nj (N − cnj)l2
= N(1− cP0)l2
S = −N [P0 lnP0 + (1− P0) ln(1 − P0)]
τj =
dEj
dl
= (N − cnj)2l
τ = N(1− cP0)2l.
Taking the derivatives of these quantities yields
dn = NdP0 (49)
dS = ln
[
P0
1− P0
]
dP0
µdn =
(
P0(1− P0)
p(cl2)
ln
[
P0
1− P0
]
− cl2
)
NdP0
dS
β
= −P0(1− P0)
p(cl2)
ln
[
P0
1− P0
]
NdP0
µdn+
dS
β
= −cl2NdP0
τdl = N(1− cP0)2ldl
µdn+
dS
β
+ τdl = N(1− cP0)2ldl− cl2NdP0
= d[N(1− cP0)l2] = dU
whih is a onsisteny hek for the validity of the rst
law [Eq. (39)℄. The average mehanial behavior of this
model, as well as the evolution of entropy and formal
temperature are illustrated in Fig. 2 for at q.d. distri-
butions between 0 and lmax and for various values of c
(the parameter that ontrols the relative hange in sti-
ness due to a ell breaking).
Most importantly for our present purposes, sine the
probabity P0 of having a site broken in this model is
independent of the onguration and site loation, the
global load-sharing damage model is exatly equivalent to
the perolation model with oupation probability P0(l).
There is a ritial-point phase transition in this model,
when P0(lc) = 1/2, for whih S goes through a maximum
S = N ln 2. The orrelation length diverges then as
ξ ∼ |P0(l)− 1/2|−ν (50)
with ν = 4/3 in dimension D = 2 [63℄. We have in
general
P0(l)− P0(lc) ∼ p(cl2c)(l − lc) (51)
and thus
ξ ∼ |l − lc|−4/3. (52)
In pathologial ases, speial q.d. distributions satisfy
p(cl2c) = 0 so that P0(l) − P0(lc) ∼ (l − lc)α with α 6= 1.
This results in
ξ ∼ |l − lc|−4α/3. (53)
Note that in Ref.[11℄, we have treated this model with
c = 1, whih did not hange anything to the nature of
the transition, but only hanged the minimum stiness
assoiated with the most damaged onguration where
τmin = 2N(1 − c)l, and, onsequently, the position or
existene of a peak stress in the average mehanial re-
sponse τ(l). This is seen in Fig. 2(b): the existene, and
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Figure 2: Thermodynami and mehanial response as a
funtion of imposed deformation for the global-load sharing
model: (a) the dierene between the average Young's modu-
lus τ/l and the minimum Young's modulus τmin/l (that holds
in the entirely damaged onguration); (b) average stress for a
few partiular models (the blak dot is the perolation ritial-
point transition); () Shannon entropy; and (d) temperature.
the position of a possible peak-stress position relative to
the perolation transition (blak dot l/lmax = 1/
√
2), de-
pends on the partiular model onsidered. However, the
divergene of the orrelation length and the assoiated
ritial-point nature of the perolation transition are in-
sensitive to c.
The present approah does not allow a diret explo-
ration of the avalanhe distributions as the ritial point
is approahed. This is beause the probability distribu-
tion over ongurations was obtained at eah elongation
l by averaging over all realizations of the quenhed disor-
der. To obtain diretly a result on avalanhes, on the on-
trary, orrelations between suessive elongations should
be onsidered for eah realization of the q.d., and the
average over q.d. should only be onsidered afterwards.
Our damage model nonetheless behaves as a ber bundle
with GLS for whih results about the avalanhe distribu-
tion have been determined [10, 12, 13℄. If c is suiently
large that the average strain/stress urve has a peak at
τc, there is a burst in the number of elements that must
break before the system is able to sustain the same global
fore again. The distribution of the burst size ∆ should
thus sale as
n(∆) ∼ ∆−5/2e−∆/∆0,
with ∆0 ∼ |τ − τc|−1/2. It might be tempting to re-
late this power-law behavior of the burst distribution to
the behavior of luster numbers in mean-eld perolation
(on a Bethe lattie or on hyperubes in dimensionality
D ≥ 6). The average number of lusters of size s per
lattie site also sales as np(∆) ∼ ∆−5/2e−∆/∆0 in suh
models where ∆0 ∼ |p − pc|−2 [63℄. But the fat that
both the luster number distribution at ritial pero-
lation threshold and the burst size distribution at peak
stress have the same power law exponent of -5/2 might
simply be oinidental. These two points (ritial per-
olation threshold and possible peak stress) in general
dier, and the exponents haraterizing the evolution of
the upper uto ∆0 of these distributions lose to pero-
lation threshold or peak stress seem also unrelated.
B. Loal load model
In this ase, Jxy = α when x, y are nearest neighbors,
and zero otherwise. Dening the order parameter σ ∈
{−1, 1} as σ = 2ϕ− 1, we note that
∑
xy
Jxyϕxϕy = αN + 2α
∑
x
σx +
α
4
∑
<xy>
σxσy (54)
where < xy > denotes a sum on nearest neighbors only.
Consequently, the probability over ongurations an be
ast under the form
P [σ, l] = eβ(E
∑
x
σx+J
∑
<xy>
σxσy)/Z, (55)
11
whih is exatly a lassial Ising model with oupling
onstant and external eld given by
βJ =
αp(cl2)εl2
4P0(1 − P0) , (56)
βE =
1
2
ln
[
P0
1− P0
]
+
2αp(cl2)εl2
P0
. (57)
The ritial point of this model is at [64℄
(βJc, βE) = (Ac, 0)
with Ac = ln(1 +
√
2)/2. The external eld βE starts at
innitely negative values, and ends up at innitely pos-
itive ones. It evolves ontinuously and thus neessarily
rosses E = 0 at the lc satisfying , from Eq. (57),
P0(lc) {ln[1− P0(lc)]− ln[P0(lc)]} = 4αp(cl2c)εl2c . (58)
The mean-eld perolation result of P0(lc) = 1/2 is thus
reovered when the oupling vanishes (J = 0), whih is
a onsisteny hek.
More generally, for non-zero nearest oupling onstants
α, the system will undergo a rst-order transition if at lc
satisfying Eq. (58), the formal inverse temperature satis-
es
β(lc)J =
αp(cl2c)εl
2
c
4P0(lc)(1 − P0(lc)) =
ln[1− P0(lc)]− ln[P0(lc)]
16(1− P0(lc)) > Ac. (59)
Depending on the value of β(lc)J , the system an display
four types of behavior, that are shematially depited in
Fig. 3:
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Figure 3: Possible Paths in the spae of oupling onstants of
Ising models, under inreasing imposed elongation assoiated
to dierent Loal Load Sharing damage models.
(i) For many q.d. distributions, the rst value of lc sat-
isfying Eq. (58) ours for very small values of P0(lc),
that orrespond to small values of 2αp(cl2c)εl
2
c , sine
x ln[(1 − x)/x] → 0+ when x → 0. In this ase,
ln[(1 − P0(lc))/P0(lc)]/(1 − P0(lc)) ≃ − ln[P0(lc)] ≥ 1,
and the ondition of Eq. (59) is fullled. The system
thus goes through a rst-order phase transition at this lc
and there is a disontinuous jump in the average number
of broken ells and the average stress (whih are related
to rst derivatives of the free energy with respet to l or
µ, and are similar to the average number of spins up in
an Ising model) [64℄. The orrelation length inreases up
to the transition but remains nite. All of this behavior
for suh loal load models has been doumented in the
literature [12, 13, 15℄.
However, three other behaviors are also possible if
β(lc)J < Ac at the point lc at whih the external eld
vanishes [Eq. (58)℄. Whether this ours is ontrolled by
the type of q.d. distribution and the value of the oupling
onstant α. When β(lc)J < Ac, no rst order transition
is enountered and one an further lassify the transition
into three subategories:
(ii) If β(lc) has a nite value of order unity, signif-
iantly below Ac, the system simply goes ontinuously
through lc, without disontinuity in sustained load or av-
erage number of raks. The orrelation length remains
nite.
(iii) If β(lc)J ≪ 1, (whih should happen for vanishing
α), the distribution over ongurations is dominated by
the external eld, and the system essentially behaves as
a perolation model going through the perolation tran-
sition. Although there should be orretions due to the
nonzero harater of β(lc)J , these might be smaller than
the nite-size orretions in numerial realizations, and
the orrelation length would then be found to diverge up
to the system size as ξ ∼ |l − lc|−4/3.
(iv) Finally, if β(lc)J ∼ A−c , the system omes lose to
the ritial point of the Ising model at lc, and the orre-
lation length should diverge orresponding as in an Ising
system whose temperature omes lose to 1/Ac = Tc from
above, while the external eld reverts sign. The slope
of the average mehanial urve τ(l) should also loally
diverge around lc. The exponents assoiated with the di-
vergene of ξ as funtion of (l− lc) depend on the way the
ritial point is approahed as a funtion of l. For values
of l suh that βE(l) ≪ 1, we write 1/β(l)J ∼ Tc + f(l),
and ξ ∼ |T (l)− Tc|−ν = |f(l)|−ν where ν = 1 for the 2D
Ising model. The orrelation length therefore diverges as
|l − lc|−ν , unless the temperature has a quadrati mini-
mum in l lose to lc in whih ase it diverges as |l−lc|−2ν .
C. Power-law deay
We last onsider the general ase of stress perturba-
tions deaying as power-laws of the distane to broken
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ells, J(x) ∼ α(x/d)−γ/Φ(γ), where α is of order unity,
d is the lattie onstant, and Φ(γ) =
∑
y 6=x(|y− x|/d)−γ
is a normalizing fator (whih depends on the lattie size
if γ > D, whereD is the systems dimension). To be on-
sistent, the models onsidered here are biperiodi of lin-
ear size L, and the interations are put to 0 for distanes
above L. This type of model, onsidered for example by
Hidalgo et al [15, 16℄, allows us to span ranges between
purely global sharing (when γ = 0), to the loal sharing
limit (γ → ∞). Equations (42-44) show that this model
leads to probability distributions over ongurations of
the form
P [σ, l] = eβ(E
∑
x
σx+
∑
x 6=y J(|x−y|)σxσy)/Z, (60)
whih is a generalized long-range Ising model with ou-
pling onstants and external eld given by:
βJ(r) =
αp(cl2)εl2
4P0(1− P0)
(r/d)−γ
Φ(γ)
, (61)
βE =
1
2
ln(
P0
1− P0 ) +
αp(cl2)εl2
2P0
. (62)
Note that although the ase γ →∞ is isomorphi to the
Loal Load Sharing Model introdued in the previous
setion, the Global Load Sharing Model of Setion VA
orresponds to α = 0, but not to the exponent γ = 0.
The presene of the quadrati oupling makes this later
ase isomorphi to a Curie-Weiss model, whih is the
Mean-Field theory of Ising models.
Although suh long-range Ising models are still an open
area of researh, it has been proposed [65, 66, 67℄ that
their behavior an be lassied into two ategories de-
pending on whether γ > D or γ < D. In the short-
range ase, γ > D, this model admits a traditional ther-
modynami limit when L → ∞. Although Φ(γ) di-
verges when L → ∞, the thermodynami limit is well
dened one Φ(γ) is introdued into the oupling on-
stants J(r) = (r/d)−γ/Φ(γ). Thus, the free or internal
energy per lattie site, entropy and magnetization all ad-
mit a nite limit when L → ∞, and are funtions of β
and the external eld E.
In our ase, we have
β =
αp(cl2)εl2
4P0(1− P0)
βE =
1
2
ln(
P0
1− P0 ) +
αp(cl2)εl2
2P0
.
With J dened as above, the Ising model shows that in
the limit γ →∞, the ritial point is at
lim
γ→∞
βc = ln(1 +
√
2)/2.
It has also been shown [67℄ that as γ → D+, βc ∼ 1.
All short-range models γ > D display ritial points
at nite temperature, and sine all of them have a -
nite range of interation, one an onjeture that all of
them belong to the same universality lass as the Ising
model, with a ritial point suh that βc is of order
unity [71℄. It has also been onjetured that all non-
loal models γ < D belong to the Curie-Weiss uni-
versality lass of the Mean Field Ising model. They
also present ritial temperatures suh that βc is of or-
der one [66℄. The Curie-Weiss model orresponds to
the mean-eld oupling Jxy = 1/N , independently of x
and y, where N is total number of ells in the system.
For the Curie-Weiss model, the p.d.f. over state ong-
urations is P [σ] ∝ exp[β(E∑x σx + ∑xy σxσy/N)] ∝
exp[β(E
∑
x σx + (
∑
x σx)
2/2N)].
All this suggests the following lassiations of our
damage models:
(1) If the oupling onstant is small (α≪ 1), the dam-
age model is lose to the perolation model so that in the
approah to the transition at elongation lc, the orrela-
tion length behaves as ξ ∼ |l − lc|−ν , with ν = 4/3;
(2) For non-negligeable oupling onstants α, in the
short-range ase γ > D, we reover the same three possi-
ble behaviors as desribed above for the loal load sharing
rule;
(3) In the long-range ase where γ < D, we again re-
over the same type of four senarios depending on the ra-
tio β(lc)/Ac (as disussed in the loal-load sharing ase).
The model behaves as perolation when α ≪ 1. Other-
wise, the behavior is determined by the ratio β(lc)/Ac.
Note that Ac is of order unity, but depends on the parti-
ular exponent γ and on the system size. If β(lc)/Ac < 1,
the system behaves ontinuously and no transition is ob-
served. If β(lc)/Ac > 1, there is a disrete jump in both
the average number of broken ells and the sustained
load. The orrelation length remains nite in both of
these two ases. Only the limiting ase of β(lc)/Ac ∼ 1
orresponds to a seond-order phase transition. In any
of these ases, for large enough systems, the Curie-Weiss
desription holds aording to Refs. [65, 66, 67℄. Aord-
ingly, if there is any divergene of orrelation length due
to the system oming lose to β(lc)/Ac ∼ 1 at E = 0, the
assoiated exponents should be those of the Curie-Weiss
mean-eld ritial point (ν = 1/2), and not the Ising one.
These results an be ompared to numerial-simulation
results in the literature for related models. In ber bun-
dle models with power-law interations [15℄, a transition
has been found as a funtion of the interation exponent
γ that is onsistent with the above analysis, prediting
mean-eld behavior for the long-range ase γ < D, and
Ising-like behavior in the short-range ase γ > D. Typ-
ial ongurations prior to breakdown for this type of
system are displayed in Fig. 5 of Ref. [15℄, and look very
similar to perolation ongurations lose to the tran-
sition in the ase γ = 0, displaying shorter and shorter
luster sizes (harateristi of the autoorrelation length)
and ompat ongurations as γ inreases above D. This
is oherent with a mean-eld behavior lose to perola-
tion transition in the rst ase, as opposed to a rst order
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transition (analogous to Ising model rossing E = 0 be-
low Tc) when γ < D. This analogy is even more apparent
in Fig. 7, bottom, of Ref. [16℄, where an extension of this
model was onsidered, with time-delayed ber breaking
proess in addition to this power-law deaying intera-
tions [16℄.
Burned fuse models, in whih the interations between
burned fuses deay as 1/rD, exhibit diverging autoorre-
lation lengths at breakdown, with ξ ∼ |l − lc|−ν where
l is the imposed voltage, and ν is equal to the perola-
tion exponent [63℄, ν = 4/3 in 2D [22℄ or 0.88 in 3D [68℄.
The morphology of the onneted frature at break-
down is oriented, and dierent from perolating lusters
in the perolation model. This seems to be related to the
anisotropi harater of interations in the burned-fuse
model; i.e., the urrent perturbation from a burned fuse
goes as a dipolar eld deaying as 1/rD, but also hav-
ing an orientational aspet not inluded in the models
under study in this paper. Based on this, Hansen et al.
[22℄ relate the roughness of the spanning frature to the
autoorrelation length exponent, based on arguments of
perolation in gradient, and this properly predits the
Hurst exponent of the nal damage fronts, both in 2 and
3D. This anisotropi aspet is absent from the models dis-
ussed here, but the fat that the autoorrelation length
exponent is similar to the ones of perolation, is oherent
with the fat that long-range systems are in the pero-
lation universality lass. Burned fuse systems are at the
verge between short and long range interations, in the
sense that they orrespond to γ = D.
Last, ber bundles onneted to elasti plates, where
γ = 1 and D = 2, have been numerially studied in Ref.
[28℄ and an autoorrelation length exponent of ν ≃ 1.54
numerially determined. The present theory does not ex-
plain this autoorrelation exponent. The disrepany be-
tween this result and the perolation or Curie-Weiss rit-
ial point result, might presumably result from nite-size
eets making this model (γ = 1) still signiantly dif-
ferent from the Curie Weiss one (γ = 0), or from the fat
that the stress perturbation was in this numerial model
too large for the small perturbation expansion performed
here to apply.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have treated a lass of damage models having weak
isotropi interations between ells that beome damaged
in the lattie. A quenhed disorder is present in the rup-
ture energies for eah lattie ell, and the evolution of
damage is ruled by the Grith priniple. Averaging over
all possible realizations of the underlying quenhed disor-
der, the probability distribution of eah possible damage
onguration was obtained as a funtion of the deforma-
tion externally applied to the system.
The exat alulation is analytially tratable in the
ase of a global load sharing model, and it has been
shown to be isomorphi to a perolation model. This
orresponds to the behavior of a system totally domi-
nated by the underlying disorder, where the next ell
to break is always the weakest one. Spatial interations
added to the system modify this piture, sine the over-
load reated by broken ells indue some degree of spatial
ordering that ompetes with the weakest-ell mehanism.
By limiting ourselves to small overloads ompared to the
average load of the system, it was possible to obtain the
probability of damage ongurations as integrated over
all realizations of the quenhed disorder.
In this weak interation limit, the resulting proba-
bility distributions were shown to be Boltzmannians in
the number of broken ells and in the stored elasti en-
ergy. This type of distribution maximizes Shannons
entropy under onstraints related to the energeti bal-
ane of the frature proess, and we have demonstrated
the formal relationship between our quenhed-disorder
damage models and the standard distributions arising in
equilibrium statistial mehanis. This then allows the
standard toolbox of statistial mehanis to be applied
to our damage models.
Our systems map onto three types of possible behav-
iors: (1) perolation models in the ase of interations
so weak, they may be negleted; (2) Ising models for
non-negligeable short-range interations; and (3) Curie-
Weiss mean-eld theory for non-negligeable long-range
interations. The temperature and external eld in the
partition funtion of our models are analytial funtions
that depend on the partiular sharing rule, on the type of
quenhed disorder onsidered, and on the average elonga-
tion (or deformation) externally loaded onto the system.
The path followed in the Ising ontrol parameter spae
when the load is inreased from 0 depends on the q.d.
distribution and the load-sharing rule. When the formal
external eld reverts sign, a phase transition is possible.
This an orrespond to a rst-order phase transition, a
perolation-like transition, or an Ising ritial-point tran-
sition, depending on the value of the formal temperature
during the transition.
The systems studied here are limited to isotropi load
perturbations. We have earlier studied oriented rak
models in [50, 51, 52℄, whih orresponds to anisotropi
load perturbations that depend on the orinetation of
the rak opened in the lattie. Those earlier studies
were based on an entropy-maximum assumption. The
hypotheses of the present work extend diretly to ori-
ented systems, and so the present paper justies the
entropy-maximum assumption postulated in our earlier
work. The preise value of the temperature, and the
physial interpretation of the funtional forms given in
[50, 51, 52℄, should be modied aording to the results
of this paper. Suh modiations will, however, result in
idential funtional forms relating the onguration spae
and the p.d.f. over ongurations, and thus the present
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work onrms the existene of a phase transition in suh
an oriented rak model, with an assoiated divergene
exponent of the autoorrelation length, ν = 2.
Appendix A: RECOVERABLE ENERGY AS A
FUNCTION OF THE DAMAGE STATE
The argument here will be spei to a ber bundle
model. However, as noted in the text, other weak damage
models will also be ontrolled by the same type of stored-
energy funtion obtained here.
Dene a ber bundle as (initially) N bers strethed
between a free rigid plate and an elasti half-spae. The
rigid plate has a ontrolled displaement l applied to it
that strethes the bers and the elasti half-spae. As a
ber breaks at xed l, the fore it held will be transmitted
to the other bers through the elasti half-spae.
A ber at point x is strethed a distane ℓ
x
. Where
that ber is attahed to the elasti halfspae, the surfae
of the halfspae displaes an amount u
x
. Thus, at those
plaes x where bers exist, we have
l = ℓ
x
+ u
x
. (A1)
The ber at point x exerts a fore on the elasti half-
spae that is
f
x
AF
= YF (1 − ϕx) ℓx
LF
(A2)
where Af is the x-setional area of the ber (assumed to
be independent of the extension), LF is the inital length
of eah ber, and YF is the Young's modulus of eah
ber. The loal order parameter ϕ
x
is 0 if the ber is
intat and 1 if broken.
The Green funtion for point fores ating on the sur-
fae of an elasti halfspae [69℄ yields
u
x
= u3(x) =
1− σ2s
πYs
∑
y6=x
f
y
|y− x| (A3)
=
1− σ2s
π
YF
Ys
AF
LF
∑
y6=x
(1− ϕ
y
)
|y− x| ℓy (A4)
where Ys is the Young's modulus and σs the Poisson's
ratio of the elasti solid. In general, the displaement at
a point x = (x1, x2, x3) within the elasti solid (where
x3 = 0 denes the surfae) due to a point fore ating
at a point y = (y1, y2, 0) on the surfae [i.e., f(x) =
f
y
δ(x − y)3ˆ℄ is given by
u1=
1 + σs
2πYs
[
(x1 − y1)x3
r3
− (1− 2σs)(x1 − y1)
r(r + x3)
]
f
y
(A5)
u2=
1 + σs
2πYs
[
(x2 − y2)x3
r3
− (1− 2σs)(x2 − y2)
r(r + x3)
]
f
y
(A6)
u3=
1 + σs
2πYs
[
x23
r3
+
2(1− σs)
r
]
f
y
(A7)
where
r =
[
(x1 − y1)2 + (x2 − y2)2 + x23
]1/2
. (A8)
Putting x3 = 0 in the expression for u3(x;y) and then
summing over all y yields the expression for the displae-
ment u
x
of the surfae.
We now dene the dimensionless number
ε =
(1− σ2s )
π
YF
Ys
AF
LFLP
, (A9)
where a length LP has been dened as
1
LP
=
∑
y 6=x
1
|y − x| ; (A10)
i.e., this sum is independent of whih point x is onsid-
ered. Assuming either that the elasti halfspae is stier
than the bers, or that eah ber has a length muh great
than its width, or that bers are spaed far enough apart
that Lp is large, allows ε to be onsidered a small num-
ber. Sine the ber bundle is assumed to be made of a
nite number N of bers, there is no divergene to LP .
Using these denitions along with u
x
= l − ℓx and
iterating Eq. (A4) one to get the leading order in ε on-
tribution gives
ℓx
l
= 1 + ε

−1 +∑
y 6=x
LP
|y − x|ϕy

+O(ε2). (A11)
The elasti strain energy reversibly stored in eah surviv-
ing ber is then
Ex =
1
2
fxℓx =
1
2
AFYF
LF
l2(1 − ϕx)
(
ℓx
l
)2
(A12)
=
1
2
AFYF
LF
l2
{
1− ϕx
+2ε

−1 + ϕx +∑
y 6=x
LP
|y − x|ϕy(1− ϕx)



 .(A13)
where terms of O(ε2) have been dropped. Thus, upon
summing over all the bers we obtain the total energy
EF stored in the bers as a funtion of the damage state
EF =
∑
x
Ex =
1
2
AFYF
LF
l2
×

(1− 2ε)N − (1− 4ε)∑
x
ϕx − ε
∑
x,y 6=x
Jxyϕxϕy


(A14)
where the oupling onstant is dened
Jxy =
2LP
|y − x| . (A15)
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This form of the ber energy is onsistent with what was
dened in the text.
We now demonstrate that the energy reoverably
stored in the elasti solid makes no important modi-
ation to EF . The strain energy in the solid is given by
Es =
Ys
2(1 + σs)
∫
x3>0
d3x
∑
y 6=x
(
eikeik +
σs
1− 2σs e
2
ll
)
(A16)
where summation over the indies is assumed and where
the strain tensor is dened
eik(x;y) =
1
2
(
∂ui(x;y)
∂xk
+
∂uk(x;y)
∂xi
)
. (A17)
The displaements are given by Eqs. (A5)(A7).
From these equations, the strain at points x inside the
elasti solid takes the leading-order in ε form
eik = εlLP

cik + ε∑
y 6=x
fik(x− y)
|x− y|2 ϕy


(A18)
where the onstant tensor cik has units of inverse-length
squared and the average strain tensor throughout the
elasti solid is εlLP cik. The perturbation term due to
broken bers volume integrates to zero. The tensor fik
has no dependene on the norm |x− y|; however, this
fat is immaterial sine fik plays no important role.
Upon forming the required produts for the integrand
in Eq. (A16), and using the fat that terms linear in the
broken-ber perturbations integrate to zero, one obtains
that the energy stored in the elasti solid is
Es =
1
2
AFYF
LF
l2εV Lp
(
cikcik +
σs
1− 2σs c
2
ll
)[
1 +O(ε2)
]
(A19)
where V is the volume integrated over (assumed nite).
In otherwords, any energy stored in the elasti solid that
is due to the interation between bers, is ε2 smaller
than the leading-order ontribution whih itself an be
onsidered small. The leading order ontribution only
depends on the average number of broken bers and thus
does not alter the analytial form of Eq. (A14). Thus,
the energy stored in the elasti solid plays no essential
role in the damage model.
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